
Curriculum Overview
In the EIF, Ofsted set out a conception of a quality curriculum, understanding that curriculum is different from pedagogy. This is based on both
the Ofsted review of existing research and their own curriculum research programme. Ofsted define progress in curricular terms as knowing
more and remembering more, so a curriculum needs to carefully plan for that progress by considering the building blocks and
sequence in each subject. Curriculum is about what teachers teach and when, and what pupils learn.

Subject overview: Media

Curriculum Intent:

“A curriculum that is ambitious and designed to give all pupils, particularly disadvantaged pupils and including pupils with SEND, the knowledge and
cultural capital they need to succeed in life”

In Media we aim to provide a technical introduction to digital film and video production. Learners develop skills in areas such as single and multi-camera
techniques, sound recording and film editing.

“The curriculum is coherently planned and sequenced towards cumulatively sufficient knowledge and skills for future learning and employment.”

In Media we plan for students to understand knowledge alongside practical and technical skills. This is achieved through learners performing vocational tasks
that encourage the development of appropriate vocational behaviours (the affective domain) and transferable skills. Transferable skills are those such as
communication, teamwork, planning and completing tasks to high standards, which are valued in both the workplace and in higher education.

“The curriculum is successfully adapted, designed or developed to be ambitious and meet the needs of pupils with SEND, developing their knowledge,
skills and abilities to apply what they know and can do with increasing fluency and independence”

In Media we are fully inclusive. We use a range of strategies for SEND students to be able to access and progress through the full curriculum. All students in
class are taught the full curriculum. Specific strategies are shown below.



Curriculum Planning:

Year: 12 Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point Key Stage 3 and 4 English
● Acquire a wide vocabulary, an

understanding of grammar and
knowledge of linguistic conventions
for reading, writing and spoken
language

● Write clearly, accurately and
coherently, adapting their language
and style in and for a range of
contexts, purposes and audiences

● Use discussion in order to learn;
they should be able to elaborate
and explain clearly their
understanding and ideas

From Autumn Term:
● Understanding of the codes and

conventions of fictional film
production

From Autumn and Spring Term:
● Analysis of the narrative and

stylistic codes and conventions
● Producing material for a fictional

film in a specified genre
● Apply post-production techniques

Big concepts to learn Unit 10 Film Production LA:A
● To understand codes and

conventions of fictional film
production

Unit 10 Film Production LA:B/C
● Production of material for a fictional

film of a specified genre
● Applying post-production

techniques to a fictional film
utilising codes and conventions of a
specified genre

Unit 36 Lighting Techniques
● Understand how lighting creates

meaning in media production
● Investigate the technology and

lighting techniques used in the
industry

● Set up lighting equipment safely for
a range of purposes

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)
Include progress tasks

Unit 10 Film Production LA:A
Lessons 1-6:

- Present an analysis of the narrative
and stylistic codes and conventions
of fictional films from more than one
genre.

Progress task:
- Learning Aim A Part 1 - written

report on narrative and stylistic
codes and conventions.

Lessons 6-10:
- Select a range of different films from

different genres and use detailed
examples of extracts from these
films to illustrate your analysis and
support your discussion.

Assessment task:

Unit 10 Film Production LA:B/C
Lessons 1-6:

- Produce material for a fictional film
in a specified genre. This will
involve generating original material
and gathering material from
secondary sources (e.g. sourcing a
suitable script and any necessary
library footage or audio material).

Progress task:
- Learning Aim B Parts 1-10:

planning and preparation
documents prior to filming.

Lessons 6-10
- Apply post-production techniques

confidently to edit the images and
sound into a short genre film or
extract from a genre film, utilising

Unit 36 Lighting Techniques
Lessons 1-6:

- Produce a report exploring and
analysing how a range of media
texts use lighting and the
relationship between lighting and
genre.

Progress task:
- Illustrate the report with detailed

examples of how lighting creates
meaning in media production.

Lessons 6-10:
- Participate in a lighting workshop

exploring different types of lighting
equipment and commonly used
lighting setups in the industry.

Assessment task:



- Learning Aim A Part 2 - Micro
analysis of stylistic codes and
conventions of a film within a
predefined genre.

the codes and conventions of a
specific genre

Assessment task:
- Final films and directors

commentary that evaluates the
techniques and processes used
(Learning Aim C)

- Plan and participate in setting up
lighting equipment for the following
media products:

● film noir
● horror film
● music video

Academic Texts and
whole-school reading strategies

Mississippi Burning Film Review:
https://www.theguardian.com/film/20
15/oct/11/mississippi-burning-classic-
dvd-philip-french-civil-rights

7 Ways to Watch Films More
Critically:
https://www.oxford-royale.com/article
s/7-ways-watch-films-critically/

- Predict
- Clarify/question
- Summarise

Racial Stereotypes & Film:
https://digitalcommons.library.umain
e.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=10
20&context=honors

Moonlight Film Review:
https://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/
moonlight-2016

- Predict
- Clarify/question
- Summarise

‘Black Horror’ & America’s Most
Cinematic Genre:
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/11/10
/t-magazine/black-horror-films-get-ou
t.html

Candyman Comparison
https://www.flickeringmyth.com/2021
/09/candyman-1992-vs-candyman-2
021/

- Predict
- Clarify/question
- Summarise

Adaptations for SEND
● Clarity of instruction, avoidance of

unnecessary disruption of routine.
● Using the graduated approach for

each pupil with SEND
● Use a range of multi-sensory

approaches to support learning, e.g
symbols, pictures

● Checklists of tasks to be completed
in lesson

● Clarity of instruction, avoidance of
unnecessary disruption of routine.

● Using the graduated approach for
each pupil with SEND

● Use a range of multi-sensory
approaches to support learning, e.g
symbols, pictures

● Checklists of tasks to be completed
in lesson

● Links to prior learning/knowledge
explicitly made

● Model work and analysis uploaded
to Google Classroom

● Explicit modelling of memory
techniques

● Writing frames
● Breaking down tasks into small,

manageable chunks.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism
IN ALL UNITS

- Films studied include those
produced by non-white directors
and/or producers

- Films studied from around the
globe and non Hollywood-centric

- Media chosen that explores and
discusses race in Media

Key films of study
- Mississippi Burning (Civil Rights

Movement & 3 act structure:
exposition, rising action, climax,
falling action)

Key films of study
- Moonlight (lesser-known stories,

poverty & face in the USA, camera
angles and shot sizes)

- The Green Book (civil rights,
historical views on race, narrative
codes and conventions - Drama)

Key films of study
- Candyman (African American

director, producer and cast, use of
lighting in Horror)

https://www.theguardian.com/film/2015/oct/11/mississippi-burning-classic-dvd-philip-french-civil-rights
https://www.theguardian.com/film/2015/oct/11/mississippi-burning-classic-dvd-philip-french-civil-rights
https://www.theguardian.com/film/2015/oct/11/mississippi-burning-classic-dvd-philip-french-civil-rights
https://www.oxford-royale.com/articles/7-ways-watch-films-critically/
https://www.oxford-royale.com/articles/7-ways-watch-films-critically/
https://digitalcommons.library.umaine.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1020&context=honors
https://digitalcommons.library.umaine.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1020&context=honors
https://digitalcommons.library.umaine.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1020&context=honors
https://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/moonlight-2016
https://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/moonlight-2016
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/11/10/t-magazine/black-horror-films-get-out.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/11/10/t-magazine/black-horror-films-get-out.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/11/10/t-magazine/black-horror-films-get-out.html
https://www.flickeringmyth.com/2021/09/candyman-1992-vs-candyman-2021/
https://www.flickeringmyth.com/2021/09/candyman-1992-vs-candyman-2021/
https://www.flickeringmyth.com/2021/09/candyman-1992-vs-candyman-2021/


- Exploration and discussion of race
in Media

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism
IN ALL UNITS

- Films studied include those
produced by female directors
and/or producers

- Films studied from around the
globe and non male-centric

- Media chosen that explores and
discusses gender in Media

- Exploration and discussion of
gender in Media

Key films of study
- Hidden Figures (challenging sexist

and racist attitudes, black, female
success stories, three act structure)

- Made in Dagenham (overcoming
sexism/challenging sexist attitudes,
three act structure)

Key films of study
- The Help (Legacy of slavery and

racism, narrative codes and
conventions - Drama)

Key films of study
- American Psycho (lighting

conventions - thrillers/horror, female
director, sexual harrassment and
violence)

- Double Indemnity (Noir lighting
conventions, stereotypical views on
women)

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

- English Literature - creative writing
- Music - sound design / film music

- English Literature - creative writing
- Music - sound design / film music

- English Literature - creative writing
- Music - sound design / film music

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2 &
Sum 2)

Unit 10 Film Production LA:A
- Written reports

Unit 10 Film Production LA:B/C
- Fictional Film
- Directors commentary

Unit 36 Lighting Techniques
- Written reports
- Genre-specific films analysis

Year: 13 Aut Sum Sum

Students’ starting point From Year 12
- To understand codes and

conventions of fictional film
production

- Understand how lighting creates
meaning in media production

- Responding to a brief

Unit 10 Film Production LA:B/C
● Analysis of the narrative and

stylistic codes and conventions
● Producing material for a fictional

film in a specified genre
● Apply post-production techniques
● Producing a report exploring and

analysing how a range of media
texts use stylistic codes and
conventions

● Setting up lighting equipment

From Autumn & Spring Term:
- To understand the media

production processes when
responding to a brief

- To understanding to source
appropriate assets in responses to
a brief

- To apply appropriate technical skills
in the creation of a media product

Big concepts to learn Unit 21 Film Editing
● Understand the techniques and

applications of editing for film and
television

● Explore the use of editing tools,
techniques and conventions for a

Unit 3 Digital Media Skills
● Responding to a brief

Unit 18 Storyboarding for Digital
Media

● Understand the use of storyboards
in a range of digital media sectors

● Explore storyboard skills for
production purposes



specific purpose
● Create a digitally edited sequence

for a specific purpose.

● Create and review storyboards for
digital creative media production.

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)
Include progress tasks

Unit 21 Film Editing
Lessons 1-6

- A report which examines historic
and contemporary examples of the
types, purposes and techniques of
editing for film and television,
applied to different purposes

Progress task:
- Two developed ideas for edited

sequences, using both continuity
and non-continuity editing
techniques for a specific purpose or
purposes, demonstrating the use of
different tools, techniques and
conventions.

Lessons 6-10
- Annotated ideas development

portfolio, including initial ideas and
experimentation.

- A production log, including a
schedule, asset management and
justification of the creative and
technical choices made throughout.

Assessment task:
- A final edited sequence intended to

fulfil a specific purpose.

Unit 3 Digital Media Skills
Lessons 1-6:

- Apply knowledge and
understanding of media production
processes and skills when
responding to a brief

- Demonstrate application of
knowledge and understanding to
source appropriate assets in
responses to a brief

Progress task:
- Demonstrate selection and use of

appropriate skills required for asset
management

Lessons 6-10:
- Demonstrate application of

appropriate technical skills in the
creation of a media product

Assessment task:
- Synthesise ideas in order to

produce creative responses that
meet the needs of the brief

Unit 21 Storyboarding for Digital
Media
Lessons 1-3

- A visual report evaluating the
effectiveness of storyboard designs
in communicating ideas and
information

Progress task:
- Three detailed storyboards,

developed with extensive sketches
that visually explore;

● locations
● characterisation
● mise-en-scène

Lessons 4-8
- An annotated portfolio of sketches

and experimentation exploring a
wide range storyboard skills and
techniques evidencing rough
sketches and annotations on a
number of draft storyboards.

Assessment task:
- Log reviewing own storyboard

production (which may be in the
form of annotated screenshots or a
written/digital report

Academic Texts and
whole-school reading strategies

Representations of Women in
Cinema Essay:
https://eloncdn.blob.core.windows.n
et/eu3/sites/153/2019/12/03-Kunsey.
pdf

Captain Marvel Controversy:
https://www.forbes.com/sites/erikkai
n/2019/03/14/the-captain-marvel-con
troversy-underscores-just-how-ridicu
lous-weve-become/

- Predict

Boyz n The Hood Analysis:
https://www.epsilonreviews.com/blac
k-history-month-films/2016/2/5/boyz-
n-the-hood-1991

On The Basis Of Sex Review:
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/24
/movies/on-the-basis-of-sex-review.h
tml

- Predict
- Clarify/question
- Summarise

Jordan Peele on Racism:
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/16
/movies/jordan-peele-interview-get-o
ut.html

Daniel Kaluuya Interview:
https://novastreamnetwork.com/movi
es/interview-nope-stars-daniel-kaluu
ya-and-keke-palmer-on-collaborating
-with-jordan-peele/

- Predict
- Clarify/question

https://eloncdn.blob.core.windows.net/eu3/sites/153/2019/12/03-Kunsey.pdf
https://eloncdn.blob.core.windows.net/eu3/sites/153/2019/12/03-Kunsey.pdf
https://eloncdn.blob.core.windows.net/eu3/sites/153/2019/12/03-Kunsey.pdf
https://www.forbes.com/sites/erikkain/2019/03/14/the-captain-marvel-controversy-underscores-just-how-ridiculous-weve-become/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/erikkain/2019/03/14/the-captain-marvel-controversy-underscores-just-how-ridiculous-weve-become/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/erikkain/2019/03/14/the-captain-marvel-controversy-underscores-just-how-ridiculous-weve-become/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/erikkain/2019/03/14/the-captain-marvel-controversy-underscores-just-how-ridiculous-weve-become/
https://www.epsilonreviews.com/black-history-month-films/2016/2/5/boyz-n-the-hood-1991
https://www.epsilonreviews.com/black-history-month-films/2016/2/5/boyz-n-the-hood-1991
https://www.epsilonreviews.com/black-history-month-films/2016/2/5/boyz-n-the-hood-1991
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/24/movies/on-the-basis-of-sex-review.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/24/movies/on-the-basis-of-sex-review.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/24/movies/on-the-basis-of-sex-review.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/16/movies/jordan-peele-interview-get-out.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/16/movies/jordan-peele-interview-get-out.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/16/movies/jordan-peele-interview-get-out.html
https://novastreamnetwork.com/movies/interview-nope-stars-daniel-kaluuya-and-keke-palmer-on-collaborating-with-jordan-peele/
https://novastreamnetwork.com/movies/interview-nope-stars-daniel-kaluuya-and-keke-palmer-on-collaborating-with-jordan-peele/
https://novastreamnetwork.com/movies/interview-nope-stars-daniel-kaluuya-and-keke-palmer-on-collaborating-with-jordan-peele/
https://novastreamnetwork.com/movies/interview-nope-stars-daniel-kaluuya-and-keke-palmer-on-collaborating-with-jordan-peele/


- Clarify/question
- Summarise

- Summarise

Adaptations for SEND
● Use a range of multi-sensory

approaches to support learning, e.g
symbols, pictures

● Model work and analysis uploaded
to Google Classroom

● Explicit modelling of memory
techniques

● Checklists of tasks to be completed
in lesson

● 1-to-1 teacher modelling in lesson
at the start of tasks

● Differentiation of tasks (self
selected)

● These principles allow you to: "
choose objectives for students with
SEN and/or disabilities that are
different from those of the rest of
the group, or "modify the curriculum
to remove barriers so all students
meet the same objectives.

● Peer to peer learning
● Checklists of tasks to be completed

in lesson
● Exemplar books to refer to including

teacher analysis of key learning
points

● Links to prior learning/knowledge
explicitly made

● Model work and analysis uploaded
to Google Classroom

● Explicit modelling of memory
techniques

● Writing frames

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism
IN ALL UNITS

- Films studied include those
produced by non-white directors
and/or producers

- Films studied from around the globe
and non Hollywood-centric

- Media chosen that explores and
discusses race in Media

- Exploration and discussion of race
in Media

Key films of study
- American History X (confronting

racism)

Key films of study
- Boyz n The Hood

Key films of study
- Get Out (exploring racism)

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism
IN ALL UNITS

- Films studied include those
produced by female directors
and/or producers

- Films studied from around the globe
and non male-centric

- Media chosen that explores and
discusses gender in Media

- Exploration and discussion of
gender in Media

Key films of study
- Skyfall (sexism)
- Ant Man (male/female lead

juxtaposition)
- Jurassic World (depictions of

women)

Key films of study
- On The Basis of Sex

Key films of study
- Grease (sexism)
- Spider man (role of female

characters)

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

- English Literature - creative writing
- Music - sound design / film music

- English Literature - creative writing
- Music - sound design / film music

- English Literature - creative writing
- Music - sound design / film music



- Art - drawing in a 3D perspective

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2 &
Sum 2)

Unit 21 Film Editing
- Written reports
- Editing examples and portfolio
- Final edit and justifications

Unit 3 Digital Media Skills
- External Assessment including

finished piece and portfolio

Unit 18 Storyboarding for Digital
Media

- Written reports
- Storyboard examples and portfolio
- Final storyboard and justifications


